
POSITION DESCRIPTION

POSITION TITLE: Purchasing Agent DATE: June 1, 2001

SUPERVISOR: Controller

POSITION OBJECTIVE: Purchasing requirements for materials and components. Maintain
inventory levels based on set objectives for inventory turns and purchase controls. Monitor
purchasing and inventory control procedures to meet goals and objectives set by scheduling and
upper management. Gather, organize, record, and report information pertaining to inventory.
Obtain material and subcontractors through the use of purchase orders. Organize, monitor and
report on transactions initiated.

AUTHORITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Receives sufficient authority from and is solely
responsible to the controller and operations Manager in the proper scheduling of material, and
maintaining of proper inventory levels requirements for projects.

It is a requirement of the position to provide market analysis as to material trends, and conducts
periodic review of material price trends and reports them to the operations manager and
controller as needed. It will be necessary to work with other departments to monitor the
compliance with proper procedures when assigning materials to specific projects as the material
leaves the yard.

Provide constructive input to management as to the direction of personnel within the department.

Review inventory levels and meet the goals set by upper management within the objectives.

REPORTING RELATIONSHIP:

Reports to: Controller and Operations Manager

Responsibilities: Tasks and Duties:

A. INVENTORY Oversee stock ordering for overages and stock outs

Monitor inventory for proper stock levels

Perform cycle count

B. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE Monitor vendor correspondence regarding purchasing policy



C. PURCHASING Monitor and supervise all orders for material and subcontracts and
coordinate material delivery schedules with the yard and
Operations Manager.

Review all material tickets and order special order items that are
not forwarded to Purchasing Assistant for ordering.

Review Purchase Order Log and check against current schedule for
backorders.

Review all sold projects and monitor special orders. The drafting
department is responsible for identifying all long lead-time orders
and forwarding the information on to purchasing.

Participate in the investigation with other departments of new and
existing vendors and sub contractors as it pertains to service,
quality products, pricing and actual costs versus proposal costs.

Help to establish designated local suppliers for supplemental
materials, supplies, and other tools to be used by construction
supervisors or foremen.

Negotiate the freight and payment terms with all suppliers.

Initiate and establish volume discounts with major material
suppliers.

Place weekly steel order with steel supplier and maintain proper
tracking until receipt in yard.

Ensure by use of construction schedule that steel orders will be in
receipt at proper time. Ensure orders are not missed (verify order
with drafting).

Assist in the directing the entering of all purchase orders that are
created on a daily basis.

Maintain with assistance the Purchasing Log from order placement
to date received.

Assist in the directing the filing of purchase orders and distribution
of copies as necessary. See that the original (with attachments if
necessary) purchase orders are put into job folders.



Ensure Subcontractor Agreements are on file and Insurance
Certificates are on file and valid.

Order stock material from cycle counts.

D. OTHER Perform quoting and documentation for billing.

Assist in the preparation of the price book Net section.

Assist in the preparation of information for pricing in entire price
book.

Keep current with the price checks for sold contracts as they are
monitored by the software system.

Notify direct supervisor in all cases of absence.

Perform other tasks as directed by supervisor.

Assist sales and supervision with pricing information for contract
pricing. Assist supervisors in pricing of time and material sales.

Prepare correspondence to inform other personnel of material and
subcontractor issues. Prepare and distribute lumber pricing update.

Retail Sales

Supervisor: ________________________________ Date:____________________

Personnel Manager: _________________________ Date: ____________________

General Manager: __________________________ Date: ___________________


